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Development of microminiature planar (noncoil-like) inductive elements based 

on metal-semiconductor-dielectric nanocomposites 
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In the last two decades much attention was paid to the creation of nanomaterials, and nano- and 
microstructures on their base, exhibiting the so-called “negative capacitance” (NC) effect that is 
equivalent to the prevailing of inductive contribution to their impedance. More recent studies were 
conducted with the thin-film granular nanocomposite materials containing FeCo-based 
ferromagnetic nanoparticles (with sizes 1-20 nm) in dielectric matrixes (alumina, PZT, calcium 
fluoride, silica). They have demonstrated that equivalent circuits for some types of these 
composites involve additionally the inductive component as well [1, 2].  
It was shown that NC effect is enhanced in (FeCoZr)x(Al2O3)1-x, (FeCoZr)x(PZT)1-x and 

(FeCoZr)x(CaF2)1-x composite films deposited in argon-oxygen mixture due to the formation of 

FeCo-based oxide “shells” around the metallic nanoparticles. It was experimentally proved that 

such “core-shell” nanogranular film composites possess (at the determined metal-to-dielectric 

ratios) high values of specific “effective inductance” up to 20 H/ m 
3 both after post-synthesis 

annealing (for composites FeCoZr-Al2O3) and just after ion-beam synthesis (for composites 

FeCoZr-PZT and FeCoZr-CaF2). So, the key moment for getting high values of specific “effective 

inductance” consists of the formation of FeCo-based nanoparticles with the structure “core-shell”, 

embedded into dielectric matrix. In so doing, metallic FeCo-based “core” is surrounded by native FeCo-

oxides having semiconducting properties. Only such nanostructures show NC (inductive-like) 

effect. 

To explain this effect we developed a special theoretical model of hopping carrier transport 

between nanoparticles under subjection of weak alternating electric field. The model takes into 

account the strong polarization of dielectric matrix, surrounding charged nanoparticles, resulting 

the dipole formation. The latter results in the delay of electrons on nanoparticles resulting in the 

positive angle of phase shift between current and voltage applied that is equivalent to the 

appearance (prevailing) of inductive-like impedance (“negative capacitance”). 
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